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Predatory marriage challengers have limited options,

Kimberly Whaley
Benjamm Arkin

The term predatory marriage
. sounds somewhat alarmist, yet
it succinctly describes the scheme
of the unscrupulous opportunist
who, purely for' financial gain, '
marries a person with limited
mental capacity. Protecting those
in need from the spectre of preda-
tory marriages is apparent from
the increasing opportunity for
such abuse in our aging popula-
tion. Recognizing the limited
options available to would-be
challengers attempting to protect
the vulnerable from' such liaisons-
is important-in understanding the
injustice suffered.
Predators have strong financial

incentive.A surviving spouse has
a number of available claims
against the deceased's estate
including, but not limited to, a
division of family property,
dependant's support and, the
right to inherit pursuant to the
laws of intestate succession.
Ontario legislation can work an

especially harsh result, Where
the deceased has no will or the
will is automatically revoked by

the marriage, the survrvmg
spouse would receive the prefer-
ential share comprising of the
first $200,000 of the estate, and
a share of the residue, if any. In
the result, the predator receives
an unjustified windfall while. the
intended heirs suffer.
This legal landscape leads to

understandable anxiety Iamong
intended heirs. Many estates/
family lawyers are familiar with .
this retainer: "My father has a
new friend (the neighbour, care-
giver, gardener; housekeeper,
etc.) who now shares his home.
He is paying for everything. He is
lonely, aging, is alienated, seques-
tered, and seems not to under-
stand the need for financial pro-
tection. How do I protect him?"
The remedial options or avail-

able tools are often limited. It has
long been recognized that, "pub-
lic policy requires marriages
should not be lightly set aside"
(Scott v. Sebright-[I886] 12 P.D.
21). A marriage that is improvi-
dent, ill-advised, or the result of
undue influence or duress is,
depending on timing and cir-
'cumstance, often not open to
outside challenge in that it may
be voidable at the option of the
spouse, but not a third party.
Practically speaking, the

intended heir who challenges the
validity of a marriage on the
grounds of incapacity, after death,
faces the difficulty that the cri-

teria to assess capacity is unclear.
In Banton v. Banton [1998] O.J.
No. 3528, the court reviewed his-
torical English decisions which
held that, "the contract of mar-
riage is a very simple one, which
does not require a high degree of
intelligence to comprehend."
Notably, Browning v. Reane
(1812) 2 Phill. Ecc. 69, 161 E.R
1080 and Re Spier [1947] W.N.
46 (P.D.) were also referenced,
and leave open the prospect that
the requisite capacity to marry
may be commensurate with cap-
acity to manage property, or even
the capacity to manage' both
property and the person.
In Barrett Estate v. Dexter

[2000] A.J. No. 955, the expert
witness assessor opined that the
capacity to marry requires a per-
son to understand: a) the nature
of the marriage contract; b) the
state of previous marriages; and
c) one's children and how they,
may be affected.
Cases like Feng v. Sung Estate

[2004] O.J. No. 4496, where the
Ontario Court of Appeal upheld a'
decision finding a marriage
void - noting the decision was a
"close one," despite strong evi-
dence or mental impairment-
suggest that a challenger can be
expected to meet considerable
evidentiaryburden.
The trend in cost orders in

related litigation is increasingly
moving towards parties paying

their own costs, rather than costs Nicole Smith, to the late oil tycoon
being awarded out of an estate, or J. Howard Marshall. Their rela-
assets of an incapable person. tionship bore many of the hall-
This poses a considerable cos~ marks of a predatory marriage: a
risk to challengers. vast age and wealth difference;
Instead of challenging a mar- illness, and a secretive marriage

riage, the protector with access to excluding family. A closer look,
a vulnerable person's assets may be however, suggested there was no
tempted to move assets beyond victim. Howard was an active
the clutches of the vulnerable per- suitor, supported Vickie's career,
sen, or indeed, the perceived pred- and took steps towards adopting
ator-for instance, through the her son. There was no evidence of
vehicle of powers granted under a incapacity. Howard's, son, in an
continuing power of attorney for effort to protect, stripped his
property, thereby transferring father of' his assets. The .court ,
property out of the name of the held the son personally liable to
owner. The conduct of the attor- Vickie for $88.6 million (US.) in
ney, a fiduciary, must be in accord- damages. The decision was
'ance with the legal parameters' - reversed 'on technical grounds,
governing such obligations and but exemplifies the importance of
duties and must not be ultra vires understanding the law governing
the powers granted. This would- fiduciaries, and the risks and lim-
be protector otherwise risks liabil- itations to challengers.
ity to both the vulnerable person As we have seen recently in
and the assumed predator. other provinces, legislative change
On the flip side of the predatory could at the very minimum

marriage, it is important to main- diminish incentives for predators.
tain balance in the autonomy and But the development of common
rights afforded to a person pre- law must also keep pace with the
sumed to be capable at law and development of property rights
entitled to make what others may legislation which did not exist or
fashion as a "foolish" decision attach to marriage when these
against protective initiatives. first cases were decided.
In the ,p.S., Marshall v. Mar- """.""''''''''''''''.'''',.''''.'''''''''''''''''''''''.,''''''''

shall serves as a warning of the J(imberly Whaley and Benjamin
attendant risks of incorrectly Arkin, Whaley Estate Litigation. Kim-
'assuming that a marriage is pred- berly is also the co-author of the
.atory. This was the case of the publication, Capacity toMarry and
marriage of Vickie Lynn Mar- the Estate Plan (Canada Law Book:
shall, better known as Anna Aurora; 2010). I


